Deuteronomy 24:1-4 is an important piece of explicit instruction regarding divorce, but it can be difficult to properly understand. This paper will examine the overall context of the passage, the basis of the divorce in the hypothetical situation, the meaning of the divorce certificate, and reach some concluding remarks regarding the meaning of the passage, what doctrine can be drawn from it, and what application may be made from it.

The first issue is the overall passage structure. As some have pointed out, the very way the passage was translated in the KJV¹ and understood by the Pharisees² obscured its proper meaning. Many interpreters³ and translators today⁴ understand that vv1-3 are the protasis and v4 is the apodosis. This stands against the alternative view which understands the condition to be v1a, and the commands to be applied to be vv1b-4, especially a command in v1b that husbands were commanded to divorce their wives if the conditions were met. The overall context of the passage lends good support accepting that the conditions are vv1-3, and Jesus' own treatment of the Pharisees seems to reinforce that this was a permissive text, not a command (see Matt. 19:8).⁵ Thus, the passage should be seen to regulate the practice of divorce by stating what the divorced wife may do following a divorce.

Understanding this overall structure of the passage, there are two key interpretive issues that must be considered. The first issue is the basis for the original divorce. In the passage, the basis for the divorce is “some indecency in her.” (Deu. 24:1) The precise meaning of the term is very difficult to determine, if not impossible,⁶ and Craigie suggests it may have been a legal term for which the meaning is now lost.⁷ The primary two approaches to its meaning⁸ are that it is some specific offense or that it is a general term of description to describe the husband’s reason for the divorce, without actually identifying it. The weakness of the view that it is a general description is that it doesn’t recognize the basic meaning of the word as referring to specifically a “nakedness” or the sexual organs.⁹ The fact that
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A second key matter to be examined is whether the “certificate of divorce” given is permanent or not. Thus, this ties in with the possibility or requirement or impossibility for reconciliation. The term definitely has a likely background in common Near East practices regarding divorce, perhaps specifically Egypt. Two sample divorce contracts prior or around the time of the Exodus show a similarity to this passage in that they are regulate the divorce but don’t explicitly require it. There is no explicit statement about the possibility for remarriage. At this point, one should take note of Jesus’ own statement on the reason or the Mosaic legislation, which is the sinful hearts of Israel. If that is the reason, does the divorce permanently dissolve the marriage bond? There is no reason to see any kind of difference in perspective from this passage to that of later NT writing in 1 Cor. 7:11. It is true that Deu. 24 describes a situation where a woman may not reconcile to her husband, in the event that she remarries. This is easily synthesized with Paul’s statement that the woman is to stay unmarried if she does separate from her husband. Thus, while divorce does end a marriage, the divorce becomes permanent only if one of the divorced parties goes off and actually enters a new marriage.

There certainly a wide variety of interpretive issues in Deuteronomy 24:1-4. The overall prescription is the prohibition of returning to a previous husband if a remarriage has taken place. This principle seems applicable regardless of the original grounds for the divorcing. There are two key implications. First, divorce can indeed be final and thus prevent reconciliation. Second, the absence of
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explicit adultery language\textsuperscript{21} establishes that the women in this scenario is not perpetually committing adultery against her original husband. These two points provide valid theological justification to not break up remarriages of divorced people, regardless of the legitimacy of remarriage.\textsuperscript{22} This conclusion is one of the most practical results of this study. The more important affirmation is that this passage in no way requires or morally legitimizes divorce or remarriage. It regulates the practice of divorce if a man being chooses to divorce his spouse, but it does not give such an implicit or explicit right to remarry.
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